Faith, as you say, there’s small choice in rotten apples.
—William Shakespeare, *The Taming of the Shrew* (1593/2003, Act 1, Scene 1, Lines 136–137)

The world is filled with problems needing fixing. From alarming rates of climate change (Cook et al., 2016) to systemic disparities across race, gender, sexuality, and class (Ferguson, 2020), we face an urgent need of improvement efforts that might solve such problems for good.

When working for change, like working toward any goal, people often establish dividing lines that help keep track of progress—lines that often demarcate success and failure. Calls to combat climate change, for example, refer to a 1.5 °C “point of no return” (Aengenheyster et al., 2018)—the proposal that when carbon emissions raise Earth’s average temperature by 1.5 °C, humanity will have irrevocably missed its window to prevent catastrophe. More broadly, people often set goals with, and perceive goal pursuit as containing, these kinds of tipping points of categorical change (Klein & O’Brien, 2016, 2018; O’Brien, 2020; O’Brien & Klein, 2017): People are prone to believing that losing X pounds or saving X dollars will officially bring some happiness, that increasing diversity by X percent or adopting X policy changes will officially bring some justice, and so forth (“all-or-nothing” goals; Soman & Cheema, 2004, p. 54).
On the one hand, calling for categorically defined change should have various motivational benefits. Normative models of rationality advise that people establish goal markers for accurately diagnosing success (Dawes et al., 1989; Fischhoff, 1982; Simon, 1979). People are more likely to take action when solutions to problems are concretely specified than when they are debated in the abstract (Gollwitzer, 1999; Gollwitzer & Oettingen, 2011; Locke & Latham, 1990; Mento et al., 1987). On the other hand, no matter their motivation, people can (and often do) still fall short (Eskreis-Winkler & Fishbach, 2020; Kruglanski et al., 2002; Simonton, 2003)—raising an important question regarding how people respond to enjoying genuine progress, but not enough to transcend categorical failure.

I explored this question through the lens of observers: Rather than assessing effects of categorical thresholds on one’s own motivation to pursue goals, I assessed how observers evaluate actors as they then work to hit these marks—and fall short (yet make relative progress). Understanding the observer’s perspective is important—not just because little research (if any) has examined this perspective but also because solving problems entails group dynamics that observers affect, too. For example, if people believe that an organization has worked hard to reform, a rally of public support could bring additional resources, allowing them to further the cause; if people believe that they have lazily addressed the issue, a public firestorm could pressure collapse.

The current research tested whether observers become more likely to write off improvement efforts that fail to make categorical change (vs. how observers respond to that same degree of change but without categorical markers). For example, if neither Organization A nor Organization B succeeds in accomplishing the same central reform they were called to make, they may be similarly rebuffed in public opinion—even if one made many smaller reforms while the other did nothing. I refer to this possibility as “negative lumping”: Observers may shift to lump and dismiss improvement outcomes as “all the same” when framed as absolute failures to change—despite distinctions in success.

Why? Generally speaking, framing outcomes as categorical failures likely elicits negative emotions (Heath et al., 1999; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Lewin et al., 1944) and attributions (Bandura & Simon, 1977; Eskreis-Winkler & Fishbach, 2019) that may inhibit observers’ willingness to recognize distinctions between failed attempts. When people encode something as negative, it can be hard to appreciate its upsides (whereas it can be easy to appreciate the downsides of positive things; Baumeister et al., 2001; Ledgerwood & Boydstun, 2014; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). More specific to improvement contexts, categorical thresholds likely shift this reference for diagnosing success from “How much progress did they make?” to “Did they do what they were supposed to do?”—fostering expectations about basic norms of conduct and cooperation (Gavrilets & Richerson, 2017; Weiner, 1995). Accordingly, failing to do what one is supposed to do likely seems like an eschewal of doing the bare minimum that lacks serious intent to change—and people hesitate to credit (perceived) low-effort achievements (Klein & O’Brien, 2017; Kruger et al., 2004; Morales, 2005; Weiner, 1985).

These possibilities led to three hypotheses. First, people may exhibit a negative-lumping effect: People may shift to dismiss improvement efforts that fail to make categorical change—despite distinctions (Experiments 1–7). Second, this effect may be driven by observers’ inferences about actors’ intent to change (Experiments 8–12). Third, this effect may lead observers to underreward and underinvest in efforts toward “merely” relative progress (Experiments 13 and 14)—even when absolute progress requires step-by-step support.

I report all measures, manipulations, and exclusions (if any). All experiments were preregistered (including all sample sizes, measures, and hypotheses) for purposes of transparency and combatting selective reporting. I predetermined sample sizes of at least 100 adult participants per cell, or more whenever resources allowed. Procedures were reviewed and approved by The University of Chicago Institutional Review Board. All data files, full original study materials, and copies

Statement of Relevance

When people call for change, they often specify their goals. For example, climate activists might fight for corporations to reduce their carbon footprint “by 50% by decade’s end,” social activists might fight for “these five policy reforms,” and so on. Decades of psychological science suggest that this is a wise strategy; calling for very concrete changes (as opposed to “just do better”) should help motivate the target to actually do something about the problem. However, the present research revealed an unintended backfiring effect of this strategy: It reduces people’s appreciation for critical improvements that were or could still be made but happen to fall short (e.g., people may dismiss a “mere” 40% reduction or a “mere” four reforms as inconsequential—and so settle for no changes instead). People’s motivation to make a better world might be increased by helping them appreciate that relative progress is, in fact, progress.
of the preregistrations are publicly available at https://osf.io/q7vj9/.

**Experiment 1: Negative Lumping**

**Method**

Experiment 1 tested for the basic effect. Participants evaluated two problematic entities that worked to change their ways for the better over time, with one clearly making more improvements than the other by time’s end. Participants’ task was simple: to indicate which of the two they viewed more positively, relative to each other—plus a third option to dismiss them both as all the same. I hypothesized that participants would be more likely to choose “all the same” when I added threshold framing indicating that neither entity made categorical change—despite participants’ task being relative, with one entity still outperforming the other by the same degree (i.e., regardless of the threshold). That is, the same relative progress that people might readily appreciate on its own may be more easily dismissed merely because it is framed as falling short.

I included comparison conditions in which still other participants evaluated entities that both passed these thresholds by the same degrees that others had failed.1 These conditions rendered the tests especially interesting and informative. For example, perhaps negative lumping reflects any lumping; when people are made aware of any categorical boundary, entities that fall on the same side may suddenly seem more similar to each other. If so, then participants should conclude that passing entities are all the same at the same rate they do for failing entities. In contrast, I predicted asymmetrically strong negative lumping.

**Participants.** I requested 400 “Cloud Approved” participants from CloudResearch, yielding 401 individuals (age: M = 39.43 years, SD = 12.38; 43% women; 22% non-White) who participated for $1.00 each.

**Procedure.** Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 2 (scores to compare: both low scores vs. both high scores; between-subjects) × 2 (presence of threshold: yes [present] vs. no [absent]; between-subjects) × 8 (domain: eight problems; within-subjects) design.

Participants were invited to complete a study on “social judgment” that involved evaluating pairs of entities and rating their views “about how these two targets compare to each other in terms of their change” (i.e., participants’ task was described as explicitly relative right from the start). They then evaluated eight domains, one by one in random order, each corresponding to a different real-world problem. They evaluated (a) sustainability (two manufacturers working to combat their harmful environmental impact), (b) academics (two classrooms working to combat their low quality of learning), (c) health (two cities working to combat their poorly run public health infrastructures), (d) technology (two social media platforms working to combat their lack of inclusion and free speech), (e) habits (two students working to combat their bad habits), (f) athletics (two athletes working to combat their struggling performance), (g) happiness (two everyday people working to combat their unhappiness), and (h) personality (two mental health patients working to combat their antisocial behavior). I included eight domains simply for generalizability (e.g., they assess a mix of problems, across both organizations and individuals). For each, participants read about two matched entities pursuing the same improvement goal. For example, for sustainability (for all domains, see Table A1 in the Appendix), participants read the following:

Organization A and Organization B are both manufacturing companies. . . . At the start of last year, both organizations decided to try to improve their position in terms of issues related to sustainability and environmental impact. . . . They both start at the same point. Now, the year has come and gone. Here are their improvement scores.

I then inserted these scores, which I informed participants were determined by “an unbiased external rating system.” The drawing of these scores is where the key manipulations took place.

Both-low participants learned that one entity earned a score between 1 and 20 “improvement points” and the other between 21 and 40 (randomly drawn); for both-high participants, one entity earned between 61 and 80 improvement points and the other between 81 and 100 (randomly drawn). I randomized which entity scored higher and their presentation order (these features were rerandomized for each domain, for each participant). Using this scoring system for the design yielded two major benefits. First, I maximized generalizability by drawing from many outcomes rather than limiting the test to one specific number. Second, I objectively defined and matched all relative degrees of progress; one entity always outperformed the other by a full 20 improvement points on average.

I then crossed this score-pair manipulation with the threshold manipulation. For each domain, no-threshold participants proceeded right to the dependent variable—“So: Given this information, how do you view these two organizations?”—and indicated their choice via one of
three options (forced choice, shown in random order): “I view Organization A as superior,” “I view Organization B as superior,” and “Ultimately, I view them as no different from each other” (the word “organization” varied by domain). Hence, the answer should be obvious: Whichever entity scored higher should be deemed the superior one in the pair, because this is factually true.

I compared these choices of no-threshold participants with those of yes-threshold participants, who read one additional piece of information about the external rating system:

This external rating system also sets a clear cutoff. This cut-off is a score of X. Thus, any score at all below X is considered a “Fail” in terms of improving [themselves], and any score at all above X is considered a “Pass” in terms of improving [themselves].

X was a randomly drawn number from 41 to 60 (rerandomized for each domain, for each participant; moreover, the word “themselves” varied to match each domain). These yes-threshold participants then completed the same dependent variable that no-threshold participants did.

After making their eight choices, all participants reported demographic information and rated how confusing they found the study, whether they vividly imagined the prompts, and how confident they felt in their responses (each from 1, not very; to 7, very). Last, they completed an attention check for whether they were shown threshold information (forced choice: “yes” vs. “no”).

**Results**

**Main results.** As preregistered, participants’ responses were recoded as binary: if they chose “all the same” or not (i.e., if they lumped or discriminated, respectively).² I then conducted a repeated measures binary logistic regression analysis using the generalizing estimating equations (GEE) procedure in SPSS, entering participant as a subject variable, domain as a within-subjects variable, score pair and threshold as between-subjects variables, and this binary choice as the dependent variable.

There was a main effect of threshold (Wald = 37.11, df = 1, p < .001)—critically, this was qualified by a two-way interaction with score pair (Wald = 14.22, df = 1, p < .001). Further, there was no three-way interaction with domain (Wald = 8.17, df = 7, p = .318), yielding a robust effect (see Fig. 1; for all other output, which is incidental to my hypothesis, see the Supplemental Material available online).

Next, I unpacked this interaction. First, when examining the pairwise comparisons for how participants evaluated the low-scoring pairs, I found that they indeed exhibited negative lumping: Among no-threshold participants (n = 104), the vast majority simply chose the higher scoring entity as the superior one in the pair (on average, across all eight domains: 85% of participants in this condition—roughly 88 of 104—made this choice); critically, however, significantly fewer of their yes-threshold counterparts (n = 98) shared this view (on average, across all eight domains: only 55% of participants in this condition—roughly 54 of 98—made this choice), thus leaving the rest to dismiss the two entities as all the same, Wald = 43.75, p < .001.

Second, and just as critical, this lumping effect did not emerge for equivalent successes. When comparing how participants evaluated the high-scoring pairs, I found a similar rate of no-threshold participants (n = 101; average estimate across domains: 82%, or roughly 83 of 101) and yes-threshold participants (n = 98; average estimate across domains: 76%, or roughly 74 of 98) simply chose the higher scoring entity as the superior one in the pair, Wald = 2.09, p = .148.

**Results for each domain individually.** Next, although there was no three-way interaction with domain, I was curious to explore domain-level fluctuations (for the full individual figures, see the Supplemental Material). From strongest to weakest effect size, the critical effect (negative lumping—reflected in the two-way interaction between threshold and score pair) was as follows: sustainability

![Fig. 1. Experiment 1: percentage of participants who chose the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”), separately for those who compared scores that were both high and both low in the presence or absence of a categorical threshold. Values are estimated across eight domains (collapsed): sustainability, academics, health, technology, habits, athletics, happiness, and personality. Error bars show ±1 SE.](image-url)
(Wald = 11.59, p = .001), technology (Wald = 6.11, p = .013), health (Wald = 5.99, p = .014), athletics (Wald = 5.54, p = .019), personality (Wald = 5.22, p = .022), academics (Wald = 4.44, p = .035), happiness (Wald = 3.85, p = .050), and habits (Wald = 0.40, p = .526).

Other variables. Finally, most participants passed the attention check (98%; 394 of 401). Study confusion was low (overall: M = 1.68, SD = 1.25), engagement was high (overall: M = 4.59, SD = 1.81), and participants felt confident in their responses (overall: M = 5.75, SD = 1.26). All patterns held when analyses were rerun excluding attention-check failures and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (for all of these results, see the Supplemental Material).

Discussion

Experiment 1 revealed initial evidence for negative lumping. Undertakings to make change were more likely to be dismissed as all the same merely when framed as failing to accomplish absolute reform—despite one remaining just as superior to the other. Participants did not lump equivalent passing outcomes, highlighting a unique effect of falling short of (vs. surpassing) categorical change.

Experiment 2: Lumping (and Not Lumping) the Same Pairs of Outcomes

Method

Next, I sought to replicate these effects while inverting the manipulation. Rather than manipulating the placement of the scores (holding the threshold constant), I manipulated the placement of the threshold (holding the scores constant). I hypothesized that the same literal outcomes may be more likely to be lumped together if framed as absolute failures than if framed as absolute successes.

Participants. I requested 300 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk), yielding 301 individuals (age: M = 35.82 years, SD = 10.47; 53% women; 23% non-White) who participated for $1.00 each.

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) × 8 (domain: eight problems; within-subjects) design. Procedures were essential identical to those in Experiment 1. Participants evaluated the same eight domains (see Table A1), and for each, they chose which of two entities they viewed as the superior one in the pair (or categorized them as “all the same”). Here, however, I drew different scores.

First, participants in all conditions always compared one entity that scored 26 to 50 improvement points with another that scored between 51 and 75 improvement points (all randomly drawn and randomized as in Experiment 1). Note that, if anything, the answer should have been more obvious in this experiment (on average, one entity outperforms the other by 25 points).

Next, each participant was randomly assigned to one of three conditions. Control participants simply made their choices—which, again, for all participants, were explicitly relative (holding all else equal between the options). Both-fail and both-pass participants, however, first saw threshold information. Following the same prompt in Experiment 1, both-fail participants learned that any score below 76 to 100 was a fail (and any score above was a pass), whereas both-pass participants learned that any score above 1 to 25 was a pass (and any score below was a fail); all numbers were randomly drawn from these ranges. Then they made their choices.

Last, after making their eight choices, all participants completed the same end-of-study items as in Experiment 1 (demographics; confusion, engagement, and confidence; and attention check).

Results

Main results. I conducted a repeated measures binary logistic regression analysis using the GEE procedure in SPSS, entering participant as a subject variable, domain as a within-subjects variable, framing as a between-subjects variable, and choice as the dependent variable.

I again observed the key main effect of framing (Wald = 17.93, df = 2, p < .001), which was again not qualified by an interaction with domain (Wald = 18.57, df = 14, p = .182; see Fig. 2; for all other output, which is incidental to my hypothesis, see the Supplemental Material).

Pairwise comparisons confirmed that this main effect was driven by a unique shift among both-fail participants: A similar majority of control participants (n = 101; average estimate across domains: 78%, or roughly 79 of 101) and both-pass participants (n = 100; average estimate across domains: 75%, or roughly 75 of 100) simply chose the higher scoring entity as the superior one in the pair (Wald = 0.62, p = .430), yet significantly fewer both-fail participants (n = 100) shared this view (on average, across all eight domains: only 60% of these participants—roughly 60 of 100—made this choice), thus leaving the rest to dismiss the two entities as all the same (both fail vs. control: Wald = 16.30, p < .001; both fail vs. both pass: Wald = 9.77, p = .002).
Results for each domain individually. As in Experiment 1, I explored domain-level fluctuations in the critical effect (i.e., the full U-shaped pattern in Fig. 2, showing the unique drop among both-fail participants). This pattern was observed in seven of the eight domains (for the full individual figures, see the Supplemental Material), listed from strongest to weakest effect size: personality ($Wald = 13.47, p = .001$), health ($Wald = 12.67, p = .002$), academics ($Wald = 11.67, p = .004$), athletics ($Wald = 11.23, p = .004$), habits ($Wald = 10.29, p = .006$), sustainability ($Wald = 8.63, p = .013$), and technology ($Wald = 7.87, p = .020$). No effects emerged for happiness ($Wald = 0.57, p = .753$).

Other variables. Finally, most participants passed the attention check (93%; 279 of 301). Study confusion was low (overall: $M = 1.92, SD = 1.63$); engagement was high (overall: $M = 4.91, SD = 1.72$), as was confidence (overall: $M = 5.98, SD = 1.23$). All patterns held when the analyses were rerun excluding attention-check failures and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (for all of these results, see the Supplemental Material).

Discussion

Experiment 2 documented further evidence for a unique negative-lumping effect—here, even when all participants evaluated identical pairs of outcomes, merely framed differently.

Experiment 3: Major Versus Minor Reforms

Method

Next, I sought to replicate these effects in a new design. Participants evaluated specific reforms that problematic entities were called to make. Control participants lacked categorical cutoffs; experimental participants had them in the form of my flagging the key reform to make. I hypothesized that there would be a shift toward negative lumping if neither entity made this key reform.

Participants. I requested 600 participants from MTurk, yielding 613 individuals (age: $M = 35.90$ years, $SD = 10.99$; 37% women; 28% non-White) who participated for $1.00$ each.

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. neither make big change vs. both make big change; between-subjects) × 8 (domain: eight problems; within-subjects) design. Procedures were generally similar to those in Experiments 1 and 2: Participants evaluated eight problems, and for each, they chose which of two entities they viewed as the superior one in the pair (or categorized them as “all the same”). However, I made two key changes for the current purposes.

First, I used different domains and prompts, simply for further generalizability. Here, all actors were explicitly called to change. All domains involved organizational actors (e.g., as opposed to individuals working to improve themselves). Participants evaluated (a) the environment (two companies working to be more environmentally friendly), (b) schools (two schools working to address low achievement), (c) health (two cities working to address poor health care access), (d) technology (two platforms working to address free-speech issues), (e) culture (two teams working to address poor performance), (f) finances (two banks working to address slowdown), (g) transparency (two administrations working to address their lack of transparency), and (h) harassment (two organizations working to address their issues related to workplace harassment). For example, for harassment (for all domains, see Table A2 in the Appendix), participants read the following:

Organization A and Organization B have both been involved with problems of workplace harassment. They have each been equally problematic on this front. . . . An external evaluator diagnosed their specific problems (assume this evaluator is completely unbiased; its assessments represent...
showed the experiment such that whichever item was flagged as the big item ended up not being enacted by either entity; for both-make-big-change participants, whichever item was flagged did end up being enacted by both.

Last, after making their eight choices, all participants completed the end-of-study items from Experiments 1 and 2 (demographics; confusion, engagement, and confidence; and attention check).

**Results**

**Main results.** I conducted a repeated measures binary logistic regression analysis using the GEE procedure in SPSS, entering participant as a subject variable, domain as a within-subjects variable, framing as a between-subjects variable, and choice as the dependent variable.

The lumping effect again emerged, reflected in the main effect of framing (Wald = 42.65, df = 2, p < .001)—and again, with no interaction with domain (Wald = 18.07, df = 14, p = .204; see Fig. 3; for all other output, which is incidental to my hypothesis, see the Supplemental Material).

Pairwise comparisons confirmed that this main effect was driven by a unique shift among neither-make participants, yielding the same U-shaped pattern from Experiment 2: A similar majority of control participants (n = 210; average estimate across domains: 85%, or roughly 179 of 210) and both-make participants (n = 200; average estimate across domains: 84%, or roughly 168 of 200) simply chose the higher scoring entity as the superior one in the pair (Wald = 0.51, p = .475), yet significantly fewer neither-make participants (n = 203) shared this view (on average, across all eight domains: only 69% of these participants—roughly 140 of 203—made this choice), thus leaving the rest to dismiss the two entities as all the same (neither make vs. control: Wald = 36.02, p < .001; neither make vs. both make: Wald = 25.92, p < .001).

**Results for each domain individually.** Again, I was curious to assess fluctuations by domain (for the full individual figures, see the Supplemental Material), listed from strongest to weakest effect size: finances (Wald = 40.62, p < .001), harassment (Wald = 24.80, p < .001), transparency (Wald = 23.58, p < .001), health (Wald = 22.71, p < .001), culture (Wald = 16.92, p < .001), sustainability (Wald = 14.07, p = .001), technology (Wald = 12.52, p = .002), and academics (Wald = 11.34, p = .003).

**Other variables.** Finally, most participants passed the attention check (87%; 530 of 613). Study confusion was low (overall: M = 2.05, SD = 1.67); engagement was high (overall: M = 4.96, SD = 1.69), as was confidence (overall: M = 5.98, SD = 1.17). All patterns held when the analyses...
were rerun excluding attention-check failures and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (for all of these results, see the Supplemental Material).

**Discussion**

Experiment 3 further highlighted a unique negative-lumping effect. Presumably, it is more welcome news for a problematic entity to make two reforms than to make one—yet participants became more likely to dismiss these differences when neither entity achieved the major reform.

**Experiments 4 to 7: Negative Lumping Is Robust**

**Method**

To summarize the findings thus far, I found evidence for a unique negative-lumping effect across three different highly controlled study designs, each of which assessed a wide range of societal issues that held all degrees of relative progress precisely constant across conditions.

One additional advantage of these designs is that they are readily adaptable for testing boundaries. To this end, Experiments 4 to 7 followed the design of Experiment 2, which I took as a representative paradigm to assess the basic effect. However, I varied many other parameters and phrasings. Because these experiments are mostly identical to Experiment 2, I report them here in streamlined fashion (for full reporting, see the Supplemental Material). Together, my goal was to simply assess whether the effects observed so far indeed generalized beyond some idiosyncratic design feature.

**Participants.** In total, across Experiments 4 to 7 (conducted at separate times with unique participants), I requested 5,100 participants from MTurk, yielding 5,130 individuals (age: $M = 38.79$ years, $SD = 12.30$; 48% women; 25% non-White) who participated for $0.25 each. For each experiment, I requested a sample size that would yield approximately 100 participants per experimental cell.

**Procedure.**

Experiment 4. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) x 5 (threshold type: five sets of phrasings; between-subjects) design. My goal here was to vary the threshold. Thus far, I had used pass-versus-fail framing; entities that fall short count as a fail, and those that succeed count as a pass. Here, I randomly assigned each participant to see one of five threshold phrasings: pass versus fail (replicating previous experiments), no versus yes, low versus high, bad versus good, or poor versus excellent. I hypothesized that the lumping effect is not just a function of pass versus fail and so would not be moderated by threshold type. All other procedures were identical to those in Experiment 2—except that all participants evaluated the same single domain (personality; see Table A1) rather than eight.

Experiment 5. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) x 5 (choice type: five sets of phrasings; between-subjects) design. My goal here was to vary the dependent variable. Thus far, participants had chosen which entity they viewed as superior. Here, I randomly assigned each participant to make one of five choices: which entity was “superior” (replicating previous experiments), “better,” “higher,” “more noteworthy,” or “more promising.” I hypothesized that the lumping effect is not just a function of superior and so would not be moderated by choice type. All participants again evaluated the same personality domain as above, with all else being identical to Experiment 2.

Experiment 6. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) x 5 (choice type: five sets of phrasings; between-subjects) design. I again varied the dependent variable, but here, I randomly assigned each participant to see one of five sets of negatively phrased choices, affording a more conservative test: Participants chose which entity was “less negative,” “less bad,” “less harmful,” “less problematic,” or “less troublesome.” I hypothesized that the lumping effect would still emerge even when participants were allowed to draw less favorable distinctions (i.e., no moderation by choice type). Again, they evaluated the same single domain, with all else being identical to Experiment 2—except that I assessed a new domain for further generalizability (corrupt governments; see Table A3 in the Appendix).

Experiment 7. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) x 2 (direction of change: higher is better vs. lower is better; between-subjects) design. Finally, my goal here was to vary the direction of change, providing another conservative test. In the scoring system from previous experiments, higher scores always meant better scores. Here, I randomly assigned each participant to one of two direction conditions: I informed
participants (across all framing conditions) that “higher numbers = more improvement” (replicating previous experiments) or that “lower numbers = more improvement.” Perhaps Experiments 1 and 2 reflected some incidental number-based effect (e.g., whether “0” takes on special psychological meaning as a reference point; Shampanier et al., 2007). However, I hypothesized that the lumping effect would still emerge with this feature flipped (i.e., no moderation by direction). All participants again evaluated the same single domain, with all else being identical to Experiment 2—except that I again assessed another new domain (discriminatory hiring; see Tables A3 in the Appendix).

**Results**

For each experiment, I conducted the same analyses as in Experiment 2. For full reporting (including end-of-study variables and exclusion analyses, showing the same patterns), see the Supplemental Material. Most critically, negative lumping robustly emerged across these parameters as hypothesized.

**Experiment 4 (beyond pass versus fail).** The key effect of framing was significant (Wald = 25.65, df = 1, p < .001), showing the full U-shaped pattern of negative lumping (just as seen in Figs. 2 and 3). Moreover, negative lumping was robust to threshold type, showing no interaction (Wald = 2.21, df = 1, p = .137). The following are listed from strongest to weakest effect size: no versus yes (Wald = 13.69, p < .001), pass versus fail (Wald = 12.23, p < .001), poor versus excellent (Wald = 7.61, p = .006), bad versus good (Wald = 0.47, p = .492), and low versus high (Wald = 0.43, p = .512).

**Experiment 5 (beyond “superior”—positive).** The key effect of framing was significant in the same way (Wald = 32.07, df = 1, p < .001) and was robust to choice type, showing no interaction (Wald = 0.44, df = 1, p = .508). The following are listed from strongest to weakest effect size: more noteworthy (Wald = 21.00, p < .001), superior (Wald = 7.56, p = .006), higher (Wald = 6.80, p = .009), better (Wald = 6.12, p = .013), and more promising (Wald = 0.01, p = .909).

**Experiment 6 (beyond “superior”—negative).** These same patterns emerged for negative choices as well—as shown via the key effect of framing (Wald = 22.60, df = 1, p < .001), along with no interaction with choice type (Wald = 0.37, df = 1, p = .545). The following are listed from strongest to weakest effect size: less harmful (Wald = 9.56, p = .002), less problematic (Wald = 7.88, p = .005), less negative (Wald = 4.17, p = .041), less troublesome (Wald = 4.04, p = .045), and less bad (Wald = 0.61, p = .437).

**Experiment 7 (different directions of change).** Yet again, the key effect of framing was significant in the same way (Wald = 16.74, df = 1, p < .001) and likewise was robust to change direction, showing no interaction (Wald = 0.53, df = 1, p = .466). The negative-lumping effect emerged regardless of whether higher scores conveyed more improvement (Wald = 6.46, p = .011) or whether lower scores conveyed more improvement (Wald = 10.33, p = .001).

**Discussion**

All told, Experiments 4 to 7 suggested that negative lumping generalizes beyond various design features, at least in these study contexts.

**Experiment 8: Falling Short Distorts Perceptions of Effort**

**Method**

Next, I sought to unpack why this effect occurs. As theorized, falling short of full reform may be interpreted as a uniform lack of care to truly address the issue—and public opinion tends not to reward “unearned” achievements. Experiment 8 tested this possibility.

**Participants.** I requested 300 participants from MTurk, yielding 304 individuals (age: M = 36.35 years, SD = 11.04; 49% women; 29% non-White) who participated for $0.25 each.

**Procedure.** Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a single-factor, three-level (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) design. Procedures resembled those used in previous experiments, except that they used a new domain and measures. All participants evaluated the same issue, involving reforms to workplace culture. They read the following:

> Industry X is due for some cultural reform. Many of its practices are woefully outdated by today’s standards. Traditionally, only certain kinds of people hold all the power. Others regularly experience harassment and discrimination. People fear speaking out. Despite proclaiming to operate on democratic principles, it is far from a democracy.

As in previous experiments, participants then learned about two organizations in this industry (“Organization A” and “Organization B,” with all else equal between them) that worked to reform their cultures over the
year, and participants then saw their improvement scores. I manipulated the scores just as before (e.g., as in Experiment 2); one organization always improved more than the other by 25 points on average, and participants were assigned to control, both-fail, or both-pass framings. Here, however, participants compared the two organizations with each other on new measures: They completed a dependent-variable block and a mediator block, and blocks were presented one at a time in random order (and the order of items in each block was also randomized).

For the dependent variable, all participants read, “So: Given this information, what are your reactions to Organization B vs. Organization A?” and rated five items each on a scale ranging from 1 (same difference; at the end of the day, I feel they’re basically the same) to 7 (totally different; I feel Organization B is clearly much more of this). The items were “good,” “positive,” “impressive,” “worthy of praise,” and “deserving of reward.” I collapsed these items into an overall favorability scale (α = .963). The study was programmed so that higher ratings on these scale items reflected a stronger preference for whatever organization had objectively improved more.

For the mediator block, participants rated five other items, which I intended to collapse into an overall perceived-effort scale: “put in serious effort,” “made change their top priority,” “truly wanted to change,” “worked as hard as they could,” and “tried everything possible to improve” (α = .958). Again, higher scores reflected a stronger preference for the objectively superior option.

As always, note that when the two organizations were compared with each other—which is what these measures directly asked participants to do—the objectively correct answer should have been obvious. However, I hypothesized that both-fail participants would uniquely express lower favorability than other participants and that this would be driven by correspondingly lower perceived effort.

All participants then completed the same end-of-study items from previous experiments (demographics; confusion, engagement, and confidence; attention check). Finally, at the end of the study, and simply to match the dependent measures from previous experiments, I also asked participants, in forced-choice fashion, to choose which organization they viewed “more positively” and which they believed put in “more serious effort” to change (a third lumping option, from previous experiments was “Ultimately, I view them as no different from each other”).

**Results**

**Main results.** I conducted a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with framing as the independent variable and the favorability and perceived-effort scales as dependent variables.

For favorability, I observed a significant omnibus effect of framing, $F(2, 303) = 30.82, p < .001$ (see Fig. 4a). Planned contrasts reveal the U-shaped pattern from previous experiments: Whereas control ($M = 5.03, SD = 1.42$) and both-pass ($M = 4.85, SD = 1.48$) participants similarly gave more credit to the more-improved organization, $t(301) = 0.81, p = .417, d = 0.12$, both-fail participants did not ($M = 3.46, SD = 1.77$)—compared with control, $t(301) = 7.21, p < .001, d = 0.98$; compared with both pass, $t(301) = 6.27, p < .001, d = 0.85$.  

![Fig. 4. Experiment 8: mean rating of (a) favorability and (b) perceived effort in each of the three framing conditions. Error bars show ±1 SE.](image-url)
For perceived effort, I observed a parallel omnibus effect of framing, $F(2, 303) = 23.94, p < .001$ (see Fig. 4b). Again, control ($M = 4.95, SD = 1.37$) and both-pass ($M = 4.84, SD = 1.41$) participants similarly ascribed more effort to the more-improved organization, $t(301) = 0.51$, $p = .611$, $d = 0.08$, but again, both-fail participants did not ($M = 3.63, SD = 1.73$)—compared with control, $t(301) = 6.26, p < .001, d = 0.85$; compared with both pass, $t(301) = 5.65, p < .001, d = 0.77$—instead ascribing similarly low effort.

Note also that for both favorability and perceived effort, the mean ratings of control and both-pass participants each fell significantly above the scale midpoint ($4.00$), thus categorically favoring the more-improved organization ($ps \leq .001, ds \geq 0.57$), whereas the mean ratings for both-fail participants fell significantly below this midpoint, thus categorically favoring lumping ($ps \leq .032, ds \geq 0.21$).

**Mediation.** Next, I conducted mediation analyses (SPSS PROCESS Model 4; 5,000 iterations) examining the effect of framing ($1 = control, both pass; 2 = both fail$) on favorability via perceived effort. The indirect effect was significant ($b = -1.06, SE = 0.17$, bootstrapped 95% confidence interval $= [−1.42, −0.73]$).

**Other variables.** Finally, these continuous patterns were reflected in the forced-choice results, replicating the findings of prior experiments (see the Supplemental Material). Most participants passed the attention check (91%; 276 of 304). Study confusion was low (overall: $M = 2.04, SD = 1.53$); engagement was high (overall: $M = 4.35, SD = 1.81$), as was confidence (overall: $M = 5.77, SD = 1.18$). All patterns held when analyses were rerun excluding attention-check failures and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (for all of these results, see the Supplemental Material).

**Discussion**

Experiment 8 shed light on why negative lumping occurs. Participants became more likely to uniquely lump entities that fell short because they inferred a shared lack of effort.

**Experiments 9 to 12: Moderation by Effort Cues**

**Method**

Next, I extended this mediation logic via moderation: If negative lumping is driven by observers’ inferences about actors’ genuine attempts to address the issue, then observers might not lump failed outcomes when falling short can be attributed to causes beyond lack of effort; the effect should be attenuated in contexts of higher effort failure. Experiments 9 to 12 tested this idea.

Again, as in Experiments 4 to 7, I mostly reran Experiment 2—a representative paradigm to assess the basic effect—except that I manipulated the presence of effort cues in varied ways. Thus, I report these experiments in streamlined fashion (for full reporting, see the Supplemental Material).

**Participants.** In total, across Experiments 9 to 12 (conducted at separate times with unique participants), I requested 2,600 participants from either MTurk or Cloud Research, yielding 2,622 individuals (age: $M = 37.90\text{ years}, SD = 12.12$; 50% women; 26% non-White) who each participated for either $0.25$ or $0.50$ (depending on the experiment). For each experiment, I requested a sample size that would yield approximately 100 participants per experimental cell.

**Procedure.**

**Experiment 9.** Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) $\times$ 3 (goal difficulty: none vs. low difficulty vs. high difficulty; between-subjects) design. My goal here was to vary the threshold’s difficulty. Using Experiment 2 as a base, I further assigned each participant to one of three difficulty conditions. Some participants were not informed about threshold difficulty (replicating the procedure of previous experiments). Others were informed that “this benchmark from this evaluator is exceptionally high; it’s a very low bar for change.” Still others were informed that “the benchmark from this evaluator is exceptionally high; it’s a very high bar for change.” I hypothesized that the lumping effect would be attenuated within high-difficulty conditions because observers need not infer that failed actors gave little effort. All else was identical to Experiment 2, except that a single (new) domain was used (outdated technology; see Table A3).

**Experiment 10.** Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) $\times$ 3 (goal salience: none vs. low salience vs. high salience; between-subjects) design. My goal here was to vary whether actors knew of the threshold. Again using Experiment 2 as a base, I assigned each participant to one of three salience conditions. Some participants were not informed of actors’ threshold knowledge. Others were informed that “they had full knowledge this cut-off score existed.” Still others were informed that “they had zero knowledge this cut-off score existed.” I hypothesized that the lumping effect would be attenuated within low-salience conditions because failed actors...
did not fail because of low goal effort per se. Again, all else was identical to Experiment 2, except that a single (new) domain was used (green practices; see Table A3).

**Experiment 11.** Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) × 2 (time left to achieve goal: little time left vs. long time left; between-subjects) design. My goal here was to vary the time left to improve. Again using Experiment 2 as a base, I further assigned each participant to one of two time-left conditions. Some participants were informed that actors’ improvement was assessed “1 year into their 1 year window” (replicating previous experiments). Others were informed that it was assessed “1 month into their 1 year window.” I hypothesized that the lumping effect would be attenuated with much time left to hit the mark because failed actors may still care but were given too little time to show it. Again, all else was identical to Experiment 2, except that a single (new) domain was used (public health; see Table A3).

**Experiment 12.** Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a single-factor, two-level (framing of identical outcomes: control vs. threshold; between-subjects) design. The goal here was to assess an inverse hypothesis that follows from my effort-inference proposal: Two identical improvement outcomes should be viewed as different (i.e., they should not be lumped together) when one surpasses a threshold and the other falls short. Such a design directly ruled out the possibility that negative lumping reflects the fact that progress within categorical failure often truly is less effortful than progress within categorical success, as opposed to distorted perceptions per se; if so, then people should indeed lump these same two outcomes (whereas my framework predicted that people would distinguish them when framed as success vs. failure).

All participants evaluated two companies that were described as being identical in every way, including needing to improve the diversity of their workforce (improving diversity; see Table A3). They learned that both companies were called to increase their diversity and that each indeed ended up increasing their diversity by 20% by year’s end (thus, whatever it takes to increase diversity by 20% was held exactly constant for both companies). Each participant was then randomly assigned to one of two conditions. Control participants indicated, on the basis of this information alone, which company they viewed as superior (or dismissed them both as “all the same”), as in prior experiments. Threshold participants were also told that, via a random lottery, one company had been assigned to increase their diversity by 10%, whereas the other had been assigned to increase their diversity by 30%. I hypothesized that fewer threshold participants than control participants would lump the companies, despite all participants comparing entities that each increased their diversity by 20%.

**Results**

For each experiment, I conducted the same analyses as in Experiment 2 (except for Experiment 12 because its different design called for binary logistic regression). For full reporting (including end-of-study variables and exclusion analyses, showing the same patterns), see the Supplemental Material. Most critical to report, negative lumping was moderated by these factors, as hypothesized.

**Experiment 9 (less lumping when falling short of high bars).** The effect of framing (1 = control, both pass; 2 = both fail) was significant (Wald = 47.14, df = 1, p < .001) but was further qualified by an interaction with goal difficulty (Wald = 5.73, df = 1, p = .017). That is, the U-shaped pattern of negative lumping flattened out when the threshold was highly stringent: The key effect of framing (i.e., negative lumping) was large for no-information (Wald = 21.50, p < .001) and for low-difficulty (Wald = 29.28, p < .001) participants but significantly weaker for high-difficulty participants (Wald = 3.58, p = .059), who indeed raised their recognition of the more-improved (but still failed) entity.

**Experiment 10 (less lumping when actors are unaware).** The effect of framing was again significant (Wald = 8.65, df = 1, p = .003) but again qualified by an interaction with goal salience (Wald = 7.47, df = 1, p = .006). The U-shaped pattern flattened out in the same way when failed actors were unaware of the threshold: Negative lumping emerged among no-information (Wald = 4.37, p = .037) and among high-salience (Wald = 10.97, p = .001) participants but emerged less strongly among low-salience participants (Wald = 0.15, p = .694).

**Experiment 11 (less lumping with a long time left).** Here, too, I observed the same effect of framing (1 = control, both pass; 2 = both fail; Wald = 20.64, df = 1, p < .001), but it was driven by one condition, reflected in an interaction with time left (Wald = 8.15, df = 1, p = .004): Participants lumped undertakings together that fell short by year’s end of their reform window (Wald = 27.26, p < .001) to a greater degree than they lumped undertakings together that fell short as assessed just 1 month into this window (Wald = 1.43, p = .232).
Experiment 12 (not lumping when lumping “should” occur). Serving as an inverse test of my hypothesis, nearly all control participants (correctly) lumped together the same improvement (i.e., two companies that each increased their diversity by 20%) as all the same (as chosen by 99%, 101 of 102, of control participants)—yet significantly fewer threshold participants did so when one company was framed as a categorical success and the other was framed as a categorical failure (55%, or 54 of 99, threshold participants, chose “all the same”; Wald = 18.70, df = 1, p < .001).

Discussion

All told, Experiments 9 to 12 further supported my theorizing about why negative lumping occurs; conveying serious intent by other means may help combat being lumped together (despite failing).

Experiment 13: Underinvesting in Relative Progress

Method

All of these results so far suggested problematic behavioral consequences, in that observers may become more likely to “check out” of supporting relative progress (vs. how much they would invest in that same degree of change but without categorical markers). Experiments 13 and 14 tested this possibility.

First, in Experiment 13, I assessed whether people underinvest in relatively more promising futures—in a context of tangible costs.

Participants. I recruited 285 participants from my university subject pool (age: M = 31.88 years, SD = 13.64; 51% women; 68% non-White) who participated for $3.00 each.3 My pool drew from across the university and the surrounding community (37% of the sample were students).

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a single-factor, three-level (framing: control vs. both fail vs. both pass; between-subjects) design. I manipulated framing as in previous experiments, but all other procedures were new, including assessing real-time behavior with tangible stakes.

To begin, all participants were informed that they would compare two groups of lab subjects, just like them, who had allegedly completed a “motor-skills improvement” study over the prior month. The domain of motor skills is less related to social issues per se than were the previous domains I assessed, but it allowed me to precisely manipulate relative progress and maintain realism while holding all else equal between the entities. Also for these reasons, this other study was not real, but all participants were led to think it was until being debriefed.

Throughout the procedures, a research assistant guided participants through exhaustive details about these alleged subjects and their tasks (for the full materials, see https://osf.io/q7vj9/). The key points are highlighted here. All participants learned that these other subjects had worked to improve their motor-skills performance over the last month of practice and that they had now been organized them into two groups: the 100 best improvers and the 100 worst improvers. I then used the same randomized scoring system from previous experiments (e.g., Experiment 2): Participants were shown the average scores of each group; one group earned an improvement score from 26 to 50 and the other a score from 51 to 75 (randomly drawn). Participants then learned that “early next week,” these two groups would complete another motor-skills test (just like the tests they had trained on)—and at this point, each participant was randomly assigned to one of three conditions.

Control participants proceeded directly to the dependent variable. They were invited to take a bet on which group would “score higher on average” on this test; they could wager $1.00 of their $2.00 advertised study payment on their choice or could simply opt to keep their $2.00 (forced choice: “yes, take the bet” vs. “no, do not take the bet”).4 I compared the percentage of control participants who took the bet with both-fail and both-pass participants—who followed identical procedures but with additional information about the scoring system. As in previous experiments (e.g., Experiment 2), both-fail participants learned that the external threshold for improving these abilities was a randomly drawn score from 76 to 100 (i.e., both groups fell short), whereas this threshold was drawn from 1 to 25 for both-pass participants (i.e., both groups passed).

After making their betting decision, all participants were debriefed and learned that everyone would receive a full $3.00 study payment. Finally, I gave participants an open-ended prompt to write any thoughts about their decision, and then they reported demographic information, rated how confusing they found the study (1 = not confusing, 7 = very confusing), and completed an attention check for whether they were shown threshold information (forced choice: yes vs. no).

Thus, I invited participants to take an informed (and obvious) bet on which group would outperform the other on an upcoming test. However, extending the negative-lumping effect from all previous experiments, I hypothesized that both-fail participants might uniquely opt out.
Results

Main results. I conducted a binary logistic regression with framing (1 = control, both pass; 2 = both fail) as a between-subjects variable and betting as the dependent variable. I observed the hypothesized effect of framing (Wald = 9.17, df = 1, p = .002): Pairwise comparisons revealed that a similarly large majority of participants indeed took the bet among the control condition (76%; 72 of 95) and among the both-pass condition (73%; 68 of 93; Wald = 0.18, p = .675)—yet significantly fewer both-fail participants (57%; 55 of 97) took this same bet (both fail vs. control: Wald = 7.64, p = .006; both fail vs. both pass: Wald = 5.53, p = .019).

Other variables. Finally, most participants passed the attention check (93%; 266 of 285). Study confusion was low (overall: M = 2.22, SD = 1.41). All patterns held when the analyses were rerun excluding attention-check failures and controlling for confusion and demographics (for all of these results, see the Supplemental Material).

Discussion

Experiment 13 advanced the evidence for negative lumping by highlighting downstream consequences. All participants were offered the same bet—a relative bet involving one clearly superior future in which to invest—yet both-fail participants were uniquely less likely to take it.

Experiment 14: Underrewarding Relative Progress

Method

In the final experiment, I explored another downstream consequence of negative lumping: People may under-reward actual progress currently being made out in the world.

Participants. I requested 700 participants from MTurk, yielding 699 individuals (age: M = 40.65 years, SD = 13.10; 45% women; 25% non-White) who participated for $0.75 each.

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to condition in a 3 (category label: present vs. absent; between-subjects) x 2 (category pair: high-performing countries vs. low-performing countries; within-subjects) design. Participants evaluated the Climate Change Performance Index (CCPI), a real monitoring tool that tracks countries annually regarding their adherence to Paris Agreement improvement mandates on the basis of various objective metrics (Burck et al., 2019). Participants were shown CCPI’s 2020 report (see https://osf.io/q7vj9/). Their report, as actually published, well captured the previous designs: It ranks 57 countries from 1 (best) to 57 (worst)—and each is assigned an improvement score (based on CCPI’s algorithm), which is further assigned to one of five color-coded categories: “very high” (best), “high,” “medium,” “low,” and “very low” (worst). These categories are essentially external thresholds (e.g., in the 2020 report, no country achieved “very high” status).

The dependent variable was a reward-allocation task. I informed participants about an annual fund intended to reward countries for their climate-change improvements efforts, with the entirety of each year’s fund needing to be distributed across these countries. Using CCPI’s actual list of rankings (except that I masked country names—using “Country 1” and so on—to help avoid other group dynamics), I introduced the within-subject manipulation: For each participant, I randomly drew two countries from the best-improved category and two countries from the worst-improved category, and participants’ task was to allocate a percentage of the fund to each. Participants typed their allocations (each from 0% to 100%) into individual boxes, within each from 0% to 100%) into individual boxes, with an additional box for “all remaining 53 countries” (everything had to sum to 100%, as enforced by the survey software). Of key interest, I compared participants’ relative difference in allocation between the two top performers with their relative difference in allocation between the two bottom performers.

Importantly, I programmed these random draws to hold constant, between the two top draws and between the two bottom draws, their difference in ranks (which, on the basis of the natural distribution of CCPI’s data, ended up being an average difference of 3.4 ranks) as well as their difference in scores (which ended up being an average difference of 5.0 improvement points). Thus, put concretely, all participants evaluated one country that outperformed another by about 3 ranks and 5 points, and I assessed how much more of the fund they allocated to the better performing country within that pair—and they did this for a pair of top performers and for a pair of bottom performers. In principle, whatever participants think “3 ranks and 5 points” are worth, this incremental value should be worth the same regardless of where it lies on the list. However, consistent with negative lumping, my hypothesis was that the better performing country within the bottom pair would earn a smaller relative gain in funding—despite improving the same degree.

On top of these procedures, I also included a between-subjects manipulation: Some participants completed these procedures as described, whereas other
participants did so without seeing the thresholds; they saw the ranks and scores, but CCPI’s color-coded category information (“very low” and so on) was hidden. I understood this manipulation as mapping onto the previous designs, in which participants always viewed the same numerical difference between entities—but some also viewed threshold information, thus eliciting negative lumping. Here, the hypothesized allocation effect should have been weaker among participants who lacked category labels.

Finally, after making their allocations, all participants reported demographic information and rated the confusion, engagement, and confidence items from previous experiments. They also completed an attention check for whether they saw category information (forced choice: yes vs. no), and labels-present participants completed another check for which labels they saw (forced choice: high and low vs. medium). All participants also reported their familiarity with “climate change news” (forced choice: “not at all” vs. “moderate” vs. “very”), whether they believed that climate change is “real and human-caused” (forced choice: “don’t believe at all” vs. “believe a moderate amount” vs. “very much believe”), and whether they had ever heard of the CCPI (forced choice: yes vs. no).

Results

Preregistered exclusions. At the time of the study, I learned of a new “Bot Check” feature offered by Qualtrics designed to flag bots by implicitly tracking mouse movements and scoring users from 0.00 (“likely a bot”) to 1.00 (“likely a human”). Thus, I preregistered the intention to exclude scores below .70 and, for good measure, any participant who failed an attention check.

Most participants passed this Bot Check (94%; 655 of 699) and both attention checks (96%; 670 of 699). Together, after exclusions, 628 participants (90% of the sample) were retained.

Main results. I computed difference scores for each participant, for each pair of countries (i.e., participants’ difference in allocation between their two top-performing countries and their difference in allocation between their two bottom-performing countries), and then conducted a repeated measures ANOVA with category label as a between-subjects factor, category pair as a within-subjects factor, and differences in allocation as dependent variables.

I observed the hypothesized main effect of category pair, $F(1, 626) = 56.11, p < .001, d = 0.29$ (see Fig. 5): Overall, within the best-improving pairs, participants allocated a mean of just 2.93% ($SD = 9.99$) more reward to the better performing country within that pair, but within the worst-improving pairs, participants allocated a mean of just 2.93% ($SD = 9.99$) more reward to the better performing country within that pair. This effect emerged despite similar numerical degrees of progress.

Unexpectedly, and contrary to my preregistered hypothesis, this main effect of category pair was not qualified by an interaction with category label, $F(1, 626) = 0.46, p = .497$; main effect of category label: $F(1, 626) = 1.15, p = .283$. That is, as revealed via pairwise comparisons, this same effect emerged regardless of whether participants saw CCPI’s color-coded category column (where I indeed hypothesized that the effect would be found)—difference between best: $M = 6.03$, $SD = 15.01$; difference between worst: $M = 2.33$, $SD = 9.42$, $F(1, 626) = 33.92, p < .001, d = 0.30$, or whether this color-coded category column was hidden (where I hypothesized that the effect would be reduced)—difference between best: $M = 6.63$, $SD = 12.52$; difference between worst: $M = 3.55$, $SD = 10.53$, $F(1, 626) = 22.83, p < .001, d = 0.27$.

Although these patterns were still directionally consistent with the hypothesized interaction, I suspect (in hindsight) that the top and bottom of a long list of rankings likely struck people as being categorically different “on their own,” without needing labels to denote such distinctions—a possibility that I then also empirically tested and indeed confirmed in a subsequent posttest. Thus, I interpret these results as remaining consistent with and in support of my framework.

Other variables. Finally, study confusion was low (overall: $M = 2.28$, $SD = 1.57$), and engagement (overall: $M = 3.90$, $SD = 2.05$) and confidence (overall: $M = 4.69$, $SD = 1.61$) were relatively high. There was a mix in familiarity with climate-change news (11% not at all, 70 of 628; 69% moderate, 430 of 628; 20% very, 128 of 628), beliefs that climate change is real (8% do not believe at all, 49 of 628; 29% moderately believe, 183 of 628; 63% very much believe, 396 of 628), and CCPI knowledge (19% yes, 116 of 628; 82% no, 512 of 628). All patterns held when the analyses were rerun controlling for these variables (for all of these results, see the Supplemental Material).

Discussion

Experiment 14 revealed another consequence of negative lumping. Participants rewarded the same numerical strides differently depending on where they were made: Gains made in poor-performing countries were valued at less than half the rate as similar numerical gains made in high-performing countries.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sweden</td>
<td>75.77</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Denmark</td>
<td>71.14</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Morocco</td>
<td>70.63</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. United Kingdom</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Lithuania</td>
<td>66.22</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. India</td>
<td>66.02</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Finland</td>
<td>63.25</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Chile</td>
<td>62.88</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Norway</td>
<td>61.14</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Luxembourg</td>
<td>60.91</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Malta</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Latvia</td>
<td>60.75</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Switzerland</td>
<td>60.61</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Ukraine</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. France</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Egypt</td>
<td>57.53</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Croatia</td>
<td>56.97</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Brazil</td>
<td>55.82</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Germany</td>
<td>55.78</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Romania</td>
<td>54.85</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Portugal</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Italy</td>
<td>53.92</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Slovak Republic</td>
<td>52.69</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Greece</td>
<td>52.59</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Netherlands</td>
<td>50.89</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. China</td>
<td>48.16</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Estonia</td>
<td>48.05</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Mexico</td>
<td>47.01</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Thailand</td>
<td>46.76</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Spain</td>
<td>46.03</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Belgium</td>
<td>45.73</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. South Africa</td>
<td>45.67</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. New Zealand</td>
<td>45.67</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Austria</td>
<td>44.74</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Indonesia</td>
<td>44.65</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Belarus</td>
<td>44.18</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Ireland</td>
<td>44.04</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. Argentina</td>
<td>43.77</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Czech Republic</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Slovenia</td>
<td>41.91</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. Cyprus</td>
<td>41.66</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. Algeria</td>
<td>41.45</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. Hungary</td>
<td>41.17</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. Turkey</td>
<td>40.76</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Bulgaria</td>
<td>40.12</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Poland</td>
<td>39.98</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Japan</td>
<td>39.03</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. Russia</td>
<td>37.85</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. Malaysia</td>
<td>34.21</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Kazakhstan</td>
<td>33.39</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. Canada</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52. Australia</td>
<td>30.75</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53. Iran</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54. Korea</td>
<td>26.75</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55. Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>23.33</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>23.03</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. United States</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 countries from **HIGH**
(~3 ranks and ~5 points apart)

Difference in allocation:

\[ M = 6.32\% \]
\[ SD = 13.83\% \]

\[ F(1, 626) = 56.11, \]
\[ p < .001 (d = 0.29) \]

2 countries from **VERY LOW**
(~3 ranks and ~5 points apart)

Difference in allocation:

\[ M = 2.93\% \]
\[ SD = 9.99\% \]

Fig. 5. Experiment 14: difference in reward-fund allocation for relative climate-change progress (based on the Climate Change Performance Index; Burck et al., 2019). Country names were masked in the experiment. I also manipulated whether the category column was present or absent (results shown are collapsed across this factor).
General Discussion

Using controlled paradigms assessing more than 20,000 observed choices across 25 issues, I found that participants became more likely to lump undertakings that failed to make categorical change as “all the same” (vs. how they responded to that same degree of change but without categorical markers). Falling short conveyed an eschewal of doing the bare minimum without serious intent to change—shifting participants toward dismissing relative progress and withholding support from making it. Moreover, lumping was specific to the negative: Taking the same progress participants initially celebrated, about 23% shifted to dismiss it when framed as absolute failure—but only 5% shifted to lump absolute success (average “drops” across experiments).

Theoretical contributions

Much literature has examined how categorization affects comparison, showing lumping-type effects. A popular summary depicts people as cognitive misers (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) who jump to categorize, with mere category labels being sufficient to minimize perceived differences; in one study, varied-length lines looked more similar if labeled as “Group A” (Tajfel & Wilkes, 1963), highlighting this basic clouding effect. That the participants in the present experiments shifted to lump failures, but not equivalent successes, qualifies this depiction, at least in improvement contexts. Just as the categorization of a target (and thus its potential for lumping) depends on features of surrounding objects (Tversky, 1977), it may also depend on features of the target itself (e.g., valence) in ways that may be masked by an emphasis on how categories affect member differences.

The direction of this effect highlights further nuances. As discussed, negative outcomes may especially cloud differences. Yet other studies seem to predict the opposite: After all, if people more finely notice (Hansen & Hansen, 1988), process (Hastie, 1984), and recall (Pratto & John, 1991) negative than positive information, perhaps participants should have been especially sensitive to gradations of failure (“Each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way”; Tolstoy, 1878/2014; see also Alves et al., 2017). To explain this gap, there must be certain kinds of badness that elicit other (social) dynamics. My theorizing suggests that one culprit may entail norm-based contexts evoking violations of “decent” behavior. This idea highlights a simple but crucial point: Sometimes, people may not want to acknowledge distinctions in those they judge.

Moreover, although ample research has examined how goal concreteness affects actors’ motivation, little research has examined observers’ roles. The present findings underscore two key points: Concrete goals may have motivational benefits, but concrete failure may have unique motivational costs. We know even less about social costs, whereby public opinion could present its own barriers to an undertaking’s fate.

Practical implications

These insights reveal psychological challenges for appreciating progress. Despite large gains in quality of life over historic time (Pinker, 2018), people believe that things have gotten worse (Roser & Nagdy, 2019)—perhaps because such changes are inevitably incremental. The present findings suggest that people will quickly dismiss the idea that relative progress is progress.

Experiments 8 to 12 encourage calls for change to strategically incorporate ongoing reminders of an undertaking’s efforts. For example, an Earth that warms by 2.0 °C is profoundly more habitable than one that warms by 2.5 °C (Plumer & Popovich, 2018)—but the present findings warn that people may check out when 1.5 °C hits. By lumping a 2.0 °C world and 2.5 °C world as equally futile, people risk eschewing vital goals. Improvement efforts need not be done after they fail.

The findings hint at other overlooked gradations of badness across everyday life. A student who earns 60% likely cares more than one who earns 20%—yet teachers may quit on both. A pool of rejected applicants may contain some gems—yet evaluators may barely look. Research practices may be scorned quickly for evolving slowly. A failure to invest in failures suggests routine problems for maximizing potential. It also paints a different portrait of society’s alleged celebration of growth and self-improvement (Dweck, 2006): Participants were less likely to celebrate “unofficial” change, which suggests that people value what is already improved more than what is currently improving. People may be less welcoming to one’s past struggles than assumed. One can imagine, for instance, that participants would view any improvements in the worst countries as especially impressive (Experiment 14); I found the opposite. The lack of lumping of passing entities suggests the same: Even after one fully reforms, one’s success story may be readily overshadowed by other individuals who do even more.

Next steps

These ideas invite fruitful research on negative lumping itself. First, lumping surely sometimes reflects reality (e.g., competitions award gold, silver, and bronze—and nothing else). In everyday life, passing often is graded, whereas failing means failing; students who have already
flunked a course cannot unflunk it with additional effort, just as teachers have little incentive to give them finely grained feedback. Likewise, it might really take less effort to raise a D to a C (for example) than a B to an A (although see Experiment 12); perhaps the findings reflect learned associations as they exist. Alas, perhaps tendencies toward negative lumping created such incentive systems to begin with; even if people are better off negatively lumping in classroom contexts, it is unclear whether classrooms are better off running that way. The findings suggest that negative lumping reflects a generalized heuristic—often valid, but unwittingly overapplied (Baron, 1990). Academics might view significance of \( p = .19 \) and \( p = .99 \) as equally pointless to pursue further (McShane & Gal, 2017)—even if one has a stronger signal. It is also informative to unpack the difference between evaluative and perceptual mechanisms: Do people stubbornly dismiss categorical failures (despite privately realizing they differ) or genuinely perceive them as indistinguishable? If the effect mostly reflects the former (which I assume it does because it ebbs and flows with effort cues, holding categorical failure constant), then other problems may arise simply from people thinking one thing and doing another.

Second, the robustly observed shift toward negative lumping was typically relative itself, meaning the larger fraction of these participants did not lump failures together (e.g., note that Figs. 1–3 show that more than 50% of both-fail participants still distinguished the entities). There is ample room to further assess boundaries. Other compositions of failed outcomes may convey differential effort in ways the present designs did not capture; people may indeed discriminate failed outcomes that are inordinately far apart, or cases in which one failed outcome moved up and the other got even worse. A related question is whether threshold proximity matters. Just missing a preferred category often prompts upward comparison (“It could’ve been better!”; Markman et al., 1995; Medvec & Savitsky, 1997), suggesting that near-misses are less likely to be lumped with far-misses if they remind observers of their closeness to full success. However, if effort inferences matter, then near-misses may be especially dismissed (“Why didn’t they finish it?”).

Finally, future research should assess the generalizability of the present findings. For example, participants in most of the experiments were asked to read descriptions of the target event via an online survey, which is just one of countless ways in which such information is delivered in everyday life (including, e.g., via social discussion and more extensive news reporting). These experiments assessed (largely online) American adult participants, but participants from other cultures, contexts, and life stages might show different patterns (e.g., cultural influences on what is “close vs. far” and “success vs. failure” should moderate the effects). Future research should likewise extend to other settings altogether (e.g., lesser evilism; Kruger et al., 2009). If norm violations matter, then positive lumping may emerge for abnormally positive behaviors (e.g., someone who donates $10 billion may seem equally saintly as someone who donates $20 billion; see also Klein & Epley, 2014). Other research could unpack whether actors lump their own failures. Because actors have intimate access to their underlying intentions, my framework suggests that self-lumping is less likely. Conversely, the “what-the-hell” effect (Cochran & Tesser, 1996) suggests that goal failure often triggers self-sabotaging spirals (e.g., binging after failing to lose 10 pounds)—echoing negative lumping (e.g., if one still lost a few). Both actors and observers may encounter hidden hardships from concrete goal setting that are veiled by its benefits.

Until these possibilities are tested, the current research suggests that people may indeed see “small choice in rotten apples”—true enough in some contexts but in others leaving everyone hungry.

Appendix

Table A1. Experiments 1 and 2: Relevant Excerpts for Each Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Sample text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>Classroom A and Classroom B are in the same school district. They have similar students, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., size of class, age of class, grades, resources). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their quality of learning and achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>Player A and Player B have the same coaching and training staff. They play similar positions, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., gender, age, dedication, fitness). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their skills and become the best at their positions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Table A1. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Sample text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habits</td>
<td>Student A and Student B take part in the same wellbeing classes in the community. They have similar everyday lives, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., gender, age, dedication, resources). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their routines and habits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Person A and Person B live in the same town. They have similar interests, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., gender, age, finances, free time). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their outlook and think happier thoughts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>City A and City B are in the same state. They have similar cultures, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., population, demographics, wealth). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their access to health-promoting features, such as building greener spaces and making it easier for citizens to engage in exercise and healthier diets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>Patient A and Patient B are patients in the same psychology clinic. They have similar social lives, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., gender, age, finances, family background). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their personality and become kinder and more empathetic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Organization A and Organization B are manufacturing companies. They develop similar products, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., size, revenue, networking, connections). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their position in terms of issues related to sustainability and environmental impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Platform A and Platform B are social media platforms. They have similar designs, and are similar on all other basic dimensions (e.g., content, users, traffic). At the start of last year, both decided to try to improve their position on social progress, like being more inclusive and encouraging free speech.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For the full materials, see https://osf.io/q7vj9/.

---

Table A2. Experiment 3: Relevant Excerpts for Each Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Sample text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Team A and Team B have been involved with problems of culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Company A and Company B have been involved with problems of sustainability and being environmentally friendly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finances</td>
<td>Bank A and Bank B have been involved with problems of financial slowdown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harassment</td>
<td>Organization A and Organization B have been involved with problems of workplace harassment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>City A and City B have been involved with problems of health access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>School A and School B have been involved with problems of learning and achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Platform A and Platform B have been involved with problems of free speech.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Administration A and Administration B have been involved with problems of transparency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All domains</td>
<td>They have each been equally problematic on this front. Both are now trying to improve and fix this problem moving forward. Each was informed they need to fix these issues [list of 3 issues] . . . Ok: Time has now passed, and we can see what each organization did.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three issues</td>
<td>Culture (change “practice structure,” “workouts,” “in-game structure”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment (use different “lightbulbs,” “recycling bins,” “water stations”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finances (update “data system,” “reporting system,” “investment system”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harassment (“create diverse teams,” “rotate leaders,” “implement conduct code”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health (boost “text-based,” “phone-based,” “email-based” communication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schools (improve “classroom,” “lunchroom,” “after-school activities”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology (allow “subgroups,” “symbol sharing,” “cross-text”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transparency (increase access to “employee records,” “clients,” “network”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For the full materials, see https://osf.io/q7vj9/.
Table A3. Stimuli Used in Experiments 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Stimulus (summary of relevant excerpts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 6 (corrupt</td>
<td>Local Government A and Local Government B preside over similar towns. They have similar populations of citizens, and they are similar on all other basic dimensions. At the start of last year, the people called for change. Both were in need of reforming their policies to ensure better treatment of all citizens. Thus, they decided to try to improve their policies and become fairer and more just governing bodies. They both started at the same point. Now, the year has come and gone. Here are their improvement scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>governments)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 7 (discriminatory hiring)</td>
<td>Organization A and Organization B have the same problem: They need to improve their hiring practices to ensure fairer and more equitable treatment of their applicants, allowing them to hire the best possible people for the job. Thus, at the start of last year, both organizations decided to look into this issue and work on making structural changes to address it. They both started at the same point. Now, the year has come and gone. An evaluator scores how much each organization improved. Here are their scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 9 (outdated technology)</td>
<td>Workplace A and Workplace B have the same problem: They need to update with the times. Their technologies are slow and outdated. Their scheduling systems are confusing and inefficient. They still use the same systems from years ago. It's time for some serious updating. They both started at the same point. Now, the year has come and gone. An evaluator scores how much each workplace improved. Here are their scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 10 (green practices)</td>
<td>Company A and Company B have the same problem: They need to improve their environmental practices and do better on the sustainability front. A number of their manufacturing methods are outdated and are now believed to be contributing to climate change. A number of their everyday workplace practices are wasteful and inefficient. Companies in this industry, including these two, need to improve. At the start of last year, both companies were tracked in terms of their improvement. They both started at the same point. Now, the year has come and gone. An evaluator scores how much each company improved. Here are their scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 11 (public health)</td>
<td>City A and City B face the same city-wide issue: They need to improve the quality of their public health resources. They need to increase access to more of their citizens. They need to update their equipment and the tools they use for communication. A number of their practices could use some fine-tuning. It’s time for a change in these cities. At the start of last year, both began being tracked by an evaluator in terms of their improvement. They both started at the same point. Ok. Time has now passed. The evaluator scores how much each has improved to this point [manipulation: 1 month in vs. 12 months in, of a 12-month clock]. Here are their scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 12 (increasing diversity)</td>
<td>Imagine there are two companies that are identical in every way (e.g., they work on the same things; they have the same resources; they have the same kinds of workers; they're the same size; etc). In addition, both companies are equally problematic on the front of diversity. They’re both being called to increase the diversity of their workforce. They've both acknowledged the problem and have vowed to do better over the course of the year. [Threshold participants additionally saw the following text:] A town regulator is using this as a perfect opportunity to conduct an experiment on how companies work to increase diversity. Based on a random lottery, the regulator has called each company to make the following changes: Company X has been informed that they need to increase their diversity by 10% by year's end; Company Z has been informed that they need to increase their diversity by 30% by year's end. Now, at year's end, here's what each company actually did.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For the full materials, see https://osf.io/q7vj9/.
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showed 201 participants from the same population (age: M = 38.74 years, SD = 10.81; 46% women; 11% non-White; $0.50 pay) the label-present list (n = 99) or the label-absent list (n = 102) exactly as they were shown in the main experiment. I ran-
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Supplemental Online Materials for:

Losing Sight of Piecemeal Progress: People Lump and Dismiss

Improvement Efforts That Fall Short of Categorical Change—Despite Improving

**Experiment 1**

1. Remaining output of main results: Main effect of Score Pair, Wald = 6.23, df = 1, \( p = .013 \); Main effect of Domain: Wald = 77.38, df = 7, \( p < .001 \); Threshold by Domain: Wald = 24.36, df = 7, \( p = .001 \); Score Pair by Domain: Wald = 9.34, df = 7, \( p = .229 \).

2. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, and confidence, and demographics: Main effect of Threshold, Wald = 34.94, df = 1, \( p < .001 \), and its critical 2-way interaction with Score Pair, Wald = 15.02, df = 1, \( p < .001 \); null 3-way interaction with Domain, Wald = 7.73, df = 7, \( p = .357 \).

3. All observations (\( N = 3,208 \) choices): 73% superior, 26% both the same, 1% inferior.

4. For full individual figures of each Domain, see Figure S1.

5. Confusion:
   a. Main effect of Threshold, \( F(1, 397) = 2.03, p = .155 \).
   b. Main effect of Score Pair: Both-Low participants (\( M = 1.90, SD = 1.44 \)) vs. Both-High participants (\( M = 1.46, SD = 0.99 \)), \( F(1, 397) = 12.56, p < .001 \).
   c. Threshold*Score Pair, \( F(1, 397) = 0.05, p = .817 \).

6. Confidence:
   a. Main effect of Threshold, \( F(1, 397) = 0.73, p = .393 \).
   b. Main effect of Score Pair: Both-Low participants (\( M = 5.56, SD = 1.36 \)) vs. Both-High participants (\( M = 5.93, SD = 1.11 \)), \( F(1, 397) = 9.17, p = .003 \).
   c. Threshold*Score Pair, \( F(1, 397) = 0.68, p = .409 \).

7. Engagement:
   a. Main effect of Threshold: \( F(1, 397) = 0.51, p = .476 \).
   b. Main effect of Score Pair: \( F(1, 397) = 0.24, p = .623 \).
   c. Threshold*Score Pair: \( F(1, 397) = 0.95, p = .330 \).

**Experiment 2**

1. Remaining output of main results: Main effect of Domain: Wald = 29.15, df = 7, \( p < .001 \).
2. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 19.02, df = 2, \( p < .001 \); interaction with Domain, Wald = 22.02, df = 14, \( p = .078 \)).

3. All observations (\( N = 2,408 \) choices): 66% superior, 30% both the same, 4% inferior.

4. For full individual figures of each Domain, see Figure S2.

5. Study confusion was low and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 1.92, SD = 1.63 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 298) = 0.73, p = .481 \)); engagement was high and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 4.91, SD = 1.72 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 298) = 0.01, p = .990 \)); and confidence was high and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 5.98, SD = 1.23 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 298) = 0.40, p = .672 \)).

---

**Experiment 3**

1. Remaining output of main results: Main effect of Domain: Wald = 31.96, df = 7, \( p < .001 \).

2. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Main effect of Framing, Wald = 43.77, df = 2, \( p < .001 \); interaction with Domain, Wald = 22.17, df = 14, \( p = .075 \)).

3. All observations (\( N = 4,904 \) choices): 70% superior, 21% both the same, 9% inferior.

4. For full individual figures of each Domain, see Figure S3.

5. Study confusion was low and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 2.05, SD = 1.67 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 612) = 0.23, p = .794 \)); engagement was high and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 4.96, SD = 1.69 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 612) = 1.69, p = .185 \)); and confidence was high and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 5.98, SD = 1.17 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 612) = 1.27, p = .282 \)).

---

**Experiment 4**

1. We requested 1,500 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 1,504 (\( M_{\text{age}} = 38.94, SD_{\text{age}} = 12.27 \); 47% women; 26% non-White) who participated for $0.25.

2. Pairwise results collapsing across Threshold Type: Both Fail (44%) uniquely-strongly dipped compared to Control (70%) and Both Pass (60%)
   a. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 69.10, \( p < .001 \)
3. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (93%).

4. Remaining output: Main effect of Threshold Type: Wald = 0.83, df = 1, p = .362.

5. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 24.95, df = 1, p < .001; interaction with Threshold Type, Wald = 3.14, df = 1, p = .076).

6. All observations (N = 1,504 choices): 55% superior, 42% both the same, 3% inferior.

7. For full individual figures of each Threshold Type, see Figure S4.

8. Study confusion did not differ by condition (overall: M = 1.86, SD = 1.36; all ps ≥ .154); nor did engagement (overall: M = 4.23, SD = 1.91; all ps ≥ .184); nor did confidence (overall: M = 5.66, SD = 1.29; all ps ≥ .052).

**Experiment 5**

1. We requested 1,500 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 1,507 (M_{age} = 38.58, SD_{age} = 12.37; 49% women; 24% non-White) who participated for $0.25.

2. Pairwise results collapsing across Choice Type: Both Fail (51%) uniquely-strongly dipped compared to Control (77%) and Both Pass (69%)
   a. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 71.07, p < .001
   b. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 30.59, p < .001
   c. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 10.19, p = .001

3. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (93%). This study also included a second attention check regarding which Choice Type participants saw; most passed (81%).

4. Remaining output: Main effect of Choice Type: Wald = 11.71, df = 1, p = .001.

5. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 26.65, df = 1, p < .001; interaction with Choice Type, Wald = 0.64, df = 1, p = .424).

6. All observations (N = 1,507 choices): 63% superior, 35% both the same, 2% inferior.
7. For full individual figures of each Choice Type, see Figure S5.

8. Study confusion (overall: $M = 1.86, SD = 1.36$) happened to differ by condition such that Control was less confusing ($M = 1.93, SD = 1.39$) than either Both Fail ($M = 2.17, SD = 1.52$) or Both Pass ($M = 2.24, SD = 1.60$), $p = .002$ (all other $ps \geq .415$). Confidence (overall: $M = 5.12, SD = 1.46$) showed a parallel effect, such that Control was more confident ($M = 5.27, SD = 1.43$) than either Both Fail ($M = 5.06, SD = 1.43$) or Both Pass ($M = 5.02, SD = 1.50$), $p = .011$ (all other $ps \geq .059$). There were no differences in engagement (overall: $M = 4.18, SD = 1.85$; all $ps \geq .123$).

9. Unique to this experiment, simply because we were curious, participants also completed open-ended exploratory measures regarding their estimates of the lowest possible score of the scale (overall: $M = 4.93$ points, $SD = 16.71$ points), the highest possible score of the scale (overall: $M = 99.65$ points, $SD = 130.87$ points), the total sample size of all entities that the evaluator had assessed (overall: $M = 1,898.46$ entities, $SD = 36,797.64$ entities), and the average improvement score of this total number of entities (overall: $M = 50.81$ points, $SD = 25.88$ points). All of these responses are retained in our data file.

**Experiment 6**

1. We requested 1,500 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 1,514 ($M_{age} = 38.74, SD_{age} = 12.36$; 48% women; 24% non-White) who participated for $0.25$.

2. Pairwise results collapsing across Choice Type: Both Fail (61%) uniquely-strongly dipped compared to Control (85%) and Both Pass (74%)
   a. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 70.71, $p < .001$
   b. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 20.20, $p < .001$
   c. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 18.28, $p < .001$

3. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (92%). This study also included a second attention check regarding which Choice Type participants saw; most passed (79%).

4. Remaining output: Main effect of Choice Type: Wald = 0.24, df = 1, $p = .626$.

5. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 26.84, df = 1, $p < .001$; interaction with Choice Type, Wald = 0.01, df = 1, $p = .908$).

6. All observations ($N = 1,507$ choices): 64% superior, 27% both the same, 9% inferior.

7. For full individual figures of each Choice Type, see Figure S6.
8. Study confusion (overall: $M = 2.06, SD = 1.58$) happened to differ by condition such that Both Fail was less confusing ($M = 1.78, SD = 1.45$) than either Control ($M = 2.17, SD = 1.61$) or Both Pass ($M = 2.24, SD = 1.65$), $p < .001$ (all other $ps \geq .072$). Confidence (overall: $M = 5.79, SD = 1.23$) showed a parallel effect, such that Both Fail was more confident ($M = 5.96, SD = 1.13$) than either Control ($M = 5.65, SD = 1.33$) or Both Pass ($M = 5.76, SD = 1.21$), $p < .001$ (all other $ps \geq .087$). There were no differences in engagement (overall: $M = 4.41, SD = 1.83$; all $ps \geq .194$).

Experiment 7

1. We requested 600 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 605 ($M_{age} = 39.07, SD_{age} = 12.08$; 47% women; 25% non-White) who participated for $0.25$.

2. Pairwise results collapsing across Direction: Both Fail (68%) uniquely-strongly dipped compared to Control (90%) and Both Pass (84%)
   a. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 27.19, $p < .001$
   b. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 14.32, $p < .001$
   c. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 3.03, $p = .082$

3. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (83%). This study also included a second attention check regarding which Choice Type participants saw; most passed (87%).


5. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 22.19, df = 1, $p < .001$; interaction with Direction, Wald = 0.37, df = 1, $p = .541$).

6. All observations ($N = 605$ choices): 69% superior, 20% both the same, 11% inferior.

7. For full individual figures of each Direction, see Figure S7.

8. Study confusion did not differ by condition (overall: $M = 2.09, SD = 1.57$; all $ps \geq .060$); nor did engagement (overall: $M = 3.97, SD = 1.88$; all $ps \geq .334$); nor did confidence (overall: $M = 5.84, SD = 1.17$; all $ps \geq .242$).

Experiment 8

1. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect on Favorability, $F(2, 267) = 27.71, p < .001$, and on Effort, $F(2, 267) = 21.34, p < .001$; mediation, $b = -1.14, SE = .18, 95\% CI_{Boot} [-1.52, -0.80]$).
2. Study confusion was low and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 2.04, SD = 1.53 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 303) = 0.35, p = .704 \)); engagement was high and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 4.35, SD = 1.81 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 303) = 2.21, p = .111 \)); and confidence was high and did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 5.77, SD = 1.18 \); Framing effect, \( F(2, 303) = 0.60, p = .552 \)).

3. Forced-choice (Favorability), overall effect of Framing, Wald = 11.04, df = 1, \( p = .001 \): Most Control (74%) and Both Pass (70%) participants simply chose the more-improved organization as the superior one (Wald = 0.39, \( p = .534 \))—yet Both Fail participants were less likely to share this view (48%), instead lumping them as “all the same” (Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 14.74, \( p < .001 \); Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 10.23, \( p = .001 \)).
   a. All observations (\( N = 304 \) choices): 60% superior, 36% both the same, 4% inferior.

4. Forced-choice (Perceived Effort), overall effect of Framing, Wald = 15.96, df = 1, \( p = .001 \): Most Control (76%) and Both Pass (81%) participants simply chose the more-improved organization as the superior one (Wald = 0.89, \( p = .345 \))—yet Both Fail participants were less likely to share this view (55%), instead lumping them as “all the same” (Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 9.53, \( p = .002 \); Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 14.88, \( p < .001 \)).
   a. All observations (\( N = 304 \) choices): 68% superior, 29% both the same, 3% inferior.

**Experiment 9**

1. We requested 900 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 908 (\( M_{age} = 37.93, SD_{age} = 12.21; 56\% \) women; 24% non-White) who participated for $0.25.

2. Pairwise results collapsing across Difficulty: Both Fail (57%) uniquely-strongly dipped compared to Control (82%) and Both Pass (78%)
   a. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 40.63, \( p < .001 \)
   b. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 26.97, \( p < .001 \)
   c. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 1.87, \( p = .172 \)

3. Critically, however, the significant interaction indicates these patterns vary depending on level of Difficulty. For full individual figures of each level of Difficulty, see Figure S8. The relevant statistical output is:
   a. No Information (negative lumping replicates):
      i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 21.51, \( p < .001 \)
         1. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 16.49, \( p < .001 \)
         2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 13.55, \( p < .001 \)
         3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 0.18, \( p = .670 \)
b. Low Difficulty (negative lumping replicates):
   i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 29.28, p < .001
      1. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 28.40, p < .001
      2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 13.42, p < .001
      3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 4.43, p = .035

   c. High Difficulty (*negative lumping is uniquely attenuated):  
      i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 3.58, p = .059
         1. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 2.18, p = .140
         2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 2.99, p = .084
         3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 0.71, p = .790

4. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (92%). This study also included a second attention check regarding which level of Difficulty participants saw; most passed (66%).


6. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 40.49, df = 1, p < .001; interaction with Difficulty, Wald = 5.90, df = 1, p = .015).

7. All observations (N = 908 choices): 70% superior, 28% both the same, 2% inferior.

8. Study confusion (overall: M = 1.62, SD = 1.11) happened to differ by condition such that Both Fail was less confusing (M = 1.49, SD = 0.98) than either Control (M = 1.63, SD = 1.12) or Both Pass (M = 1.74, SD = 1.22), p = .017 (all other ps ≥ .091). There were no differences in confidence (overall: M = 5.84, SD = 1.19; all ps ≥ .140) or engagement (overall: M = 4.23, SD = 1.89; all ps ≥ .419).

   **Experiment 10**

   1. We requested 900 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 912 (M_{age} = 37.14, SD_{age} = 11.81; 46% women; 26% non-White) who participated for $0.25.

   2. Pairwise results collapsing across Knowledge: Both Fail (63%) uniquely-strongly dipped compared to Control (83%) and Both Pass (73%)  
      a. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 31.86, p < .001  
      b. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 8.21, p = .004  
      c. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 8.81, p = .003

   3. Critically, however, the significant interaction indicates these patterns vary depending on level of Knowledge. For full individual figures of each level of Knowledge, see Figure S9. The relevant statistical output is:
a. No Information (negative lumping replicates):
   i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 4.37, p = .037
      1. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 12.41, p < .001
      2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 3.94, p = .047
      3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 3.12, p = .077

b. High Salience (negative lumping replicates):
   i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 10.97, p = .001
      2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 10.29, p = .001
      3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 0.03, p = .854

c. Low Salience (*negative lumping is uniquely attenuated*):
   i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 0.15, p = .694
      1. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 10.35, p = .001
      2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 0.15, p = .696
      3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 39.10, p < .001

4. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (89%). This study also included a second attention check regarding which level of Knowledge participants saw; most passed (62%).

5. Remaining output: Main effect of Knowledge: Wald < 0.00, df = 1, p = .998.

6. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 9.91, df = 1, p = .002; interaction with Knowledge, Wald = 6.79, df = 1, p = .009).

7. All observations (N = 912 choices): 68% superior, 27% both the same, 5% inferior.

8. Study confusion did not differ by condition (overall: M = 1.88, SD = 1.48; all ps ≥ .269); nor did confidence (overall: M = 5.79, SD = 1.20; all ps ≥ .478). Engagement (overall: M = 4.24, SD = 1.81) happened to differ by condition such that High Salience was less engaging (M = 4.04, SD = 1.89) than either Control (M = 4.27, SD = 1.81) or Low Salience (M = 4.40, SD = 1.72), p = .042 (all other ps ≥ .381).

**Experiment 11**

1. We requested 600 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 601 (M_{age} = 38.75, SD_{age} = 12.52; 52% women; 27% non-White) who participated for $0.25.

2. Pairwise results collapsing across Window: Both Fail (67%) uniquely-strongly dipped compared to Control (88%) and Both Pass (80%)
a. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 23.24, \( p < .001 \)
b. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 7.60, \( p = .006 \)
c. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 5.29, \( p = .021 \)

3. Critically, however, the significant interaction indicates these patterns vary depending on level of Window. For full individual figures of each level of Window, see Figure S10. The relevant statistical output is:

   a. One Year Into One-Year Window (negative lumping replicates):
      i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 27.26, \( p < .001 \)
         1. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 21.55, \( p < .001 \)
         2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald = 14.53, \( p < .001 \)
         3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 1.44, \( p = .231 \)

   b. One Month Into One-Year Window (*negative lumping is uniquely attenuated):  
      i. Overall effect of Framing: Wald = 1.43, \( p = .232 \)
         1. Both Fail vs. Control: Wald = 4.52, \( p = .032 \)
         2. Both Fail vs. Both Pass: Wald < 0.00, \( p = 1.00 \)
         3. Control vs. Both Pass: Wald = 4.52, \( p = .033 \)

4. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (87%). This study also included a second attention check regarding which level of Window participants saw; most passed (92%).

5. Remaining output: Main effect of Window: Wald = 0.82, df = 1, \( p = .365 \).

6. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (Framing effect, Wald = 15.22, df = 1, \( p < .001 \); interaction with Window, Wald = 8.29, df = 1, \( p = .004 \)).

7. All observations (\( N = 601 \) choices): 74% superior, 22% both the same, 4% inferior.

8. Study confusion did not differ by condition (overall: \( M = 2.15, SD = 1.52 \); all \( ps \geq .071 \)); nor did engagement (overall: \( M = 4.24, SD = 1.82 \); all \( ps \geq .608 \)); nor did confidence (overall: \( M = 5.59, SD = 1.28 \); all \( ps \geq .153 \)).

**Experiment 12**

1. We requested 200 “Cloud Approved” participants from Cloud Research, yielding 201 (\( M_{age} = 38.66, SD_{age} = 11.80 \); 39% women; 25% non-White) who participated for $0.50.

2. Most participants passed the attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information (95%). This study also included a second attention check regarding how much progress each company actually made by year’s end; most passed (92%).
3. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and controlling for confusion, engagement, confidence, and demographics (effect of condition on choice, $F(1, 168) = 64.26, p < .001$). Note that this re-conducted analysis reflects a Univariate GLM rather than Binary Logistic Regression (after our attention-check exclusions, there were zero Control participants who chose a “winner,” thereby leaving an empty cell that renders Binary Logistic Regression unable to be conducted).

4. All observations ($N = 201$ choices): 20% surpass-is-superior, 77% both the same, 3% fall-short-is-superior.

5. Study confusion was low and did not differ by condition (overall: $M = 1.26, SD = 0.70$; $t(199) = 1.33, p = .185$); engagement was relatively high and did not differ by condition (overall: $M = 4.12, SD = 1.95$; $t(199) = -1.21, p = .228$); and confidence was high and did not differ by condition (overall: $M = 6.34, SD = 1.02$; $t(199) = 0.62, p = .537$).

**Experiment 13**

1. All main results hold when re-running our analyses excluding attention-check failures, and when controlling for confusion and demographics (Framing effect: Wald = 9.69, $p = .002$).

2. Study confusion was low across conditions, although we did happen to observe an omnibus effect of Framing such that Both Fail participants reported higher confusion ($M = 2.49, SD = 1.60$) than Control participants ($M = 2.02, SD = 1.25$) and Both Pass participants ($M = 2.13, SD = 1.30$), $F(2, 284) = 3.05, p = .049$.

**Experiment 14**

1. All main results hold when re-running our analyses when controlling for additional variables (critical main effect of Category Pair, $F(1, 620) = 5.16, p = .023$; null interaction with Category Label, $F(1, 620) = 0.14, p = .710$).

2. Study confusion was low and did not differ by condition (overall: $M = 2.28, SD = 1.57$; $t(626) = 0.15, p = .884$); engagement was relatively high and did not differ by condition (overall: $M = 3.90, SD = 2.05$; $t(626) = 0.04, p = .969$); and confidence was high and did not differ by condition (overall: $M = 4.69, SD = 1.61$; $t(626) = 1.54, p = .123$).

**Experiment 14 (Post-test)**

1. We requested 200 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, yielding 201 ($M_{age} = 38.74, SD_{age} = 10.81$; 46% women; 11% non-White) who participated for $0.50$. 
2. Phrasing of item: *To what extent do you view these 2 countries as categorically “different” from each other, based on where they rank on this list? (Meaning: Does one country strike you as fundamentally better/worse than the other country, as if these 2 countries belong on different “good” vs. “bad” lists altogether? (1 = these country ranks are not at all different in this way; 7 = these country ranks are very different in this way).*

3. One country was randomly drawn from ranks 1-14 (top category) and the other country was randomly drawn from ranks 44-57 (bottom category).

4. The only other item that participants completed was an attention check regarding whether they had seen threshold information; most passed (78%), and the effect holds when re-running the analysis while excluding attention-check failures (Label-Present participants vs. scale midpoint: $t(78) = 17.47, p < .001, d = 1.97$; Label-Absent participants vs. scale midpoint, $t(76) = 9.54, p < .001, d = 1.09$).
Figure S1. Experiment 1: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 8 = weakest.
**Figure S2.** Experiment 2: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 8 = weakest.
Figure S3. Experiment 3: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 8 = weakest.
Figure S4. Experiment 4: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 5 = weakest.
**Figure S5.** Experiment 5: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 5 = weakest.
**Figure S6.** Experiment 6: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 5 = weakest.
Figure S7. Experiment 7: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 2 = weakest.
**Figure S8.** Experiment 9: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 3 = weakest.
**Figure S9.** Experiment 10: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as the superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 3 = weakest.
Figure S10. Experiment 11: Percentage of participants choosing the superior outcome in a pair as superior one (vs. choosing “all the same”). Ranked by effect size: 1 = strongest, 2 = weakest.